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Italian actress and #MeToo campaigner Asia Argento is
to be a model in a haute couture fashion show in Paris .
The 43-year-old, who helped start the movement by

accusing Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein of rape, will
lead out Antonio Grimaldi’s spring summer collection.

Grimaldi, who like Argento is based in Rome, praised
her “audaciousness” and said her “anti-conformist person-
ality works perfectly with the collection, which is inspired
by the Greek myth of Ariadne.” In a teaser photo for the
show, the heavily tattooed Argento appears in a short
sleeveless black dress with a heart motif that plays off her
body art. The designer used the first Saudi Arabian cou-
ture model Taleedah Tamer in his last Paris show in July.

Haute couture shows, staged only in Paris, are regarded
as the pinnacle of fashion, with their handmade creations
aimed at Hollywood royalty and the super-rich. Argento
had to fight claims in September that she had sex with an

underage American actor while playing his mother in the
2004 film “The Heart Is Deceitful Above All Things”. She
said that Jimmy Bennett-who was 17 at the time-”jumped
on me”. But after the #MeToo movement began to gather
pace she said he contacted her again to demand $3.5 mil-
lion (three million euros) to keep quiet.

Her late boyfriend, celebrity chef Anthony Bourdain,
who she said wanted peace, reportedly had paid him
$250,000 by last June, when Bourdain committed suicide.
Argento then suspended the payments. The daughter of
“Suspiria” director Dario Argento, Argento is best known
for the Vin Diesel blockbuster “xXx”, Sophia Coppola’s
“Marie Antoinette”, the horror film “Land of the Dead”,
and her own “Scarlet Diva” (2001), which she wrote and
directed herself. — AFP
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This file photo
shows Italian
actress Asia Argento
arriving for the clos-
ing ceremony of the
71st edition of the
Cannes Film Festival
in Cannes, southern
France. — AFP

A“blasphemous” re-telling of one of the darkest
moments in Soviet history or a much-needed
comment on modern Russia? A new comedy set

during the Siege of Leningrad has divided the country’s
viewers. “Prazdnik” or “Holiday” tells of the
Voskresensky family, whose Communist Party connec-
tions allow them to live a life of luxury in a city encir-
cled by Nazis. During a siege in which some 800,000
people starved to death on official rations of 125 grams
of bread a day, they pile their table high with chicken
and champagne to celebrate New Year 1942. 

A slick comedy of manners ensues when the two
Voskresensky children bring home unexpected guests, and
the family are forced to explain how their table is laid with
a festive spread. Award-winning director Alexei Krasovsky
told AFP the film was made to draw attention to inequali-
ties and injustices in Russia today, rather than make light
of the siege.  He released “Prazdnik” online only after
deciding not to apply to the ministry of culture for a distri-
bution license following attacks from lawmakers.  “I chose
this subject because today we’re also living under block-
ade, we just pretend that we can’t see it,” he said.  “We
don’t see how living standards are declining, how people
are being prosecuted for what they share online or for
taking part in peaceful protests.”

The project ran into controversy back in October, when
it was first reported that a comedy set during the siege
was going to appear. Sergei Boyarsky, a lawmaker for the
ruling United Russia party, described the idea as “blas-
phemy” and said he would do everything possible to pre-
vent its release. “I haven’t watched the film and I’m not
going to,” he said when contacted by AFP.  Another senior
official from the party, Andrey Turchak, appealed to the
culture ministry to block the film from cinematic release.

The ministry has form when it comes to blacklisting
movies with sensitive subjects-the British comedy “The
Death of Stalin” was banned last year after officials
labelled it offensive and “extremist”.  Krasovsky said a
third official even offered him money to destroy the master
copy of the film. On Sunday, YouTube removed “Prazdnik”
from his account with no explanation but the link was
restored several hours later. Google did not give the rea-
sons for the temporary deletion when asked to comment.

Close to sacred 
Krasovsky’s previous film, The Collector, had a national

release in 2016 and won several awards. But he made
“Holiday”, which has racked up over a million views since
its January 3 online release, on a shoestring budget of pri-
vate funding. Viewers are invited to make donations, which
Krasovsky said were 3.5 million rubles ($52,000; 46,000
euros) in the first weeks of release-almost the cost of
making the film. Some commentators below the video said
they understood why MPs would want to ban the film. “It’s
clearly an allegory for the current regime, when officials
get anything they want on the backs of others’ poverty,”
one wrote.

The 1941-1945 Siege of Leningrad (now Saint
Petersburg) remains extremely sensitive in Russia, where
around 20 million people died during World War II and
the conflict is promoted by authorities as close to sacred.
In 2014, the main cable TV distributors said they would
stop carrying the opposition-leaning Dozhd TV channel
after it ran a survey questioning the value of resistance
during the siege.  “Would it have been worth handing over

Leningrad to the Nazis in order to save millions of lives?”
it asked. 

‘The toughest of times’ 
Some who lived through the blockade told AFP they

were horrified by the concept of the film. “I just can’t
imagine that there could be a comedy about the siege,”
said Lidia Ilyinskaya.  “I’m 88 years old and I cry every

time I remember what we lived through. The word ‘come-
dy’ in that context, it’s just a blasphemy.” Meanwhile
Nikita Lomagin, a Saint Petersburg European University
historian who has researched the siege, said Krasovsky’s
film contained “a number of historical inconsistencies”.  “It
is true that during the siege of Leningrad, there was a hier-
archy in terms of food products. 

“But this subject needs a proper analysis that respects
the complexity of the problem, and not this easy provoca-
tion,” he said.  Krasovsky, however, rejected the interpre-
tation of the film as a period drama. “It’s a story about
people who, in the toughest of times, were able to live bet-
ter than anyone else.  “They existed then, they exist now,
unfortunately they always will exist in Russia. In order to
change this in some way, we shot this film.”— AFP

CIA agent Tony
Mendez, hero of film
‘Argo,’ dead at 78
Former CIA agent Tony Mendez, who engineered a cre-

ative way to smuggle US hostages out of Iran in 1980
and was immortalized in the Hollywood film “Argo,”

died of complications from Parkinson’s Disease, his family
said. He was 78. Mendez, who will have a private burial in
Nevada, died on Saturday, his literary agent Christy
Fletcher said via Twitter, relaying a family statement.

“The last thing he and his wife Jonna Mendez did was
get their new book to the publisher and he died feeling he
had completed writing the stories that he wanted to be
told,” the family statement read. It added that Mendez had
been suffering from Parkinson’s for the past 10 years.

Faux Sci-Fi Movie 
When Iranian revolutionaries seized the US embassy

in Tehran in 1979, a handful of diplomats managed to
escape through a back door and took refuge at the
Canadian embassy. Mendez, a specialist in covert opera-
tions, came up with an original plan to rescue them: set up
the production in Hollywood of a faux science fiction
movie titled “Argo,” travel to Iran to scout out locations,
then return to the United States with the hostages mas-
querading as the film crew. The six US diplomats, armed

with fake Canadian passports, slipped out of Iran and to
safety on January 27, 1980.

The story served as inspiration for the film “Argo,” which
won three Oscars in 2013 including for best motion picture.
Fifty-two other Americans were not as lucky, and were held
hostage by the Iranian revolutionaries for 444 days.
Secretary of State and former CIA chief Mike Pompeo
described Mendez as “an extraordinarily gifted intelligence
officer” and “truly an American hero.” Actor Ben Affleck,
who starred as Mendez in the Hollywood production,
described the ex-agent on Twitter as “a man of extraordi-
nary grace, decency, humility and kindness ... I’m so proud
to have worked for him and to have told one of his stories.”
Mendez’s latest book, co-authored with his wife Jonna-also
formerly with the CIA-is due out in May and titled “The
Moscow Rules: The Secret CIA Tactics That Helped
America Win the Cold War.” — AFP

Russian row over ‘Siege
of Leningrad’ black comedy

In this file photo Russian military cadets rehearse for
January 27 military parade marking the 75th anniversary
of the lifting of the Nazi siege of Leningrad, at Dvortsovaya
Square in Saint Petersburg.— AFP photos

In this file photo young military musicians walk through
heavy snowfall to attend a rehearsal for January 27 mili-
tary parade.

In this file photo Tony Mendez attends the “Argo”
Washington, DC Premiere at Regal Gallery Place Stadium
14 in Washington, DC. — AFP

In this file photo Russian servicemen
dressed in historical uniforms rehearse
for January 27 military parade marking
the 75th anniversary of the lifting of the
Nazi siege of Leningrad, at Dvortsovaya

Square in Saint Petersburg.

Undated handout illustrations show  concept designs of a new £288 million concert hall in the heart of London. — AFP

‘Truly great’ plans
unveiled for new
London concert hall

Renowned British conductor Simon Rattle yesterday
unveiled ambitious designs for a new £288 million
($370 million, 326 million euros) concert hall in the

heart of London. The London Symphony Orchestra music
director said it was “wonderful” to finally present the plans
for a new hall. “The idea that there can be a new cultural
centre in London... is very exciting,” he said. “A sign of
London as a dynamic cultural city, at a time when we are
going to need this more and more.”

The plans will see the current site of the Museum of
London, which is relocating nearby, transformed into an
ultra-modern concert space encased in glass, reflecting
the orchestra’s mantra of “transparency and access”. The
2,000 seat, in-the-round hall will echo a geological for-
mation, with the lines of steps and seating mimicking
rock strata.

Huge transparent pods at the top will allow visiting
children to watch rehearsals, at the request of Rattle.
Elizabeth Diller, founding partner of the Diller Scofidio +
Renfro design studio tasked with the plans, said the space
would be “informal by day and very glamorous by night”.
The building will also house commercial space, work-
shops, public areas and eating places. The pinnacle of the

wedge-shaped building will be another performance
space to host jazz, with St Pauls providing a spectacular
backdrop through a huge window.

There will be “no hierarchy” in seating, according to
Diller, with all seats meant to offer clear views. The
project has the enthusiastic backing of the City of
London Corporation, the local governing body, and the
Barbican Centre, which will run the venue. The main
stumbling block now remains “putting a business plan
together and a private fundraising contribution,”
Barbican manging director Nicholas Kenyon told AFP.
“This is a big ask, it’s an ambitious project, we think it’s
absolutely great with a visionary design, but we are not
saying at this moment that all the resources are there.
We’ve got another year to plan that.”

The concert hall would take four years to build, once
the occupants of the current site have moved out, he
added. Rattle has complained that the Barbican Centre
concert hall where the LSO is currently based only
allowed him to put on 80 percent of the works he would
like to play. The project for a new concert hall has suffered
a series of setbacks, including the withdrawal of govern-
ment funding. — AFP


